Easy DIY Glasses From Beer, Soda & Wine Bottles

Categories: DIY, General

Nice brewery beer and soda company glasses cost a fortune! They actually charge you more for the right to advertise their brand! Surely things should be cheaper if they stick their brand name/logo all over it? Anyway if you'd like some nice beer glasses, or actually any glasses, you can make some really neat ones from empty beer, soda, wine etc bottles, like the beer bottle glasses in the photo.

I know what you are thinking - cutting glass is difficult right? Wrong! It might be a little dangerous, but it is actually very quick, simple and easy to do. You just need some string, lighter fluid and cold water. I'd also recommend some safety eye-wear too. Now we are talking fire, lighter fluid and glass, so proceed with caution; however if you take care and follow the tutorial carefully you shouldn't run into too many problems. Find out how below...
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